
Snapped chain

• For a quick fix out on the trail use a quick link to
rejoin the chain and continue riding. Use a 
piece of wire to take the tension off the chain.

• Chain tools have two slots. The one closest to 
the punch is for loosening stuck links, the 
furthest is for removing links.

• If you don't have quick links with you, the chain 
will need to be rejoined using an existing link. 
Carefully remove the pin until it has almost left 
the outer link. Remove any bent/damaged links.
Rejoin the chain and push the pin back through 
the links to rejoin the chain. Be careful to line up
the components of the chain and that the pin 
sits evenly within the link.

Brake pad replacement

• Ensure you use the correct pads as shapes 
vary between models

• For rim-brakes ensure the pad is aligned with 
the rim to ensure optimal braking power. Ensure
the brake arms are centred: tighten the tension 
screw (clockwise) to move the brake arm 
outward and increase spring tension. Loosen 
the screw (counter-clockwise) to move the 
brake arm inward and decrease spring tension. 

Brake & gear cable replacement and set up

• Make a note of the existing cable routing, you 
want your new cables to follow the same path

• Lightly oil cables before installing and always fit 
end caps.

• Before replacing gear cable, check the High 
limit adjuster on your rear mech. The top jockey 
wheel should sit directly above the smallest 
sprocket on the cassette.

• Thread the gear shifter barrel adjuster all the 
way in and then out one whole turn. Insert new 
cable, pull tight and clamp using the anchor 
bolt.

• Use the barrel adjuster to set cable tension. 
Starting in a high gear, click the shifter the 
gears to larger/easier sprockets. If the chain 
seems hesitant to shift to larger/easier gears, 
increase the cable tension by turning the barrel 
adjuster anticlockwise. If it skips over a gear, 
turn the adjuster clockwise to decrease the 
tension. Set the Low limit screw.

• When replacing V-brake pads unthread the 
barrel adjuster until it is almost fully out. Thread 
the cable through the outer housing and into the
brake arm. Pull the cable tight and both brake 

arms together so the pads contact the rim. 
Clamp the cable. Unthread the barrel adjuster 
until the pads no longer touch the rim.

Damaged rear mech

• If the mech is damaged to the extent the chain 
can no longer stay on the cassette, the bike will 
need to be made singlespeed to get you home. 
Remove damaged mech parts and cables or 
secure out of the way. Break the chain. Thread 
the chain round the middle (for a triple) or 
smaller (for a double) chainring and in the 
sprocket on the cassette that lines up best with 
the chainring. Do not thread the chain through 
the rear mech. Determine how many links you 
will need to remove from the chain and remove 
them. Rejoin the chain. If using a full 
suspension bike, set the rear shock to lockout 
or increase air pressure to maintain chain 
tension.


